FintechOS

The FintechOS History
Starting out
The FintechOS story begins in 2017. Two serial entrepreneurs, Teodor Blidarus and Sergiu Negut knew they had
something good on their hands - a revolutionary product with a designated market. They decided to combine their
skills and go into start-up mode.
FintechOS was born, with a vision to power financials to become truly customer-focused - by adopting a datacentric approach and by consolidating critical data from multiple sources, banks and insurers can accelerate
processing, adopt automation, deliver personalized experiences, and slash costs.
Fast-forward to today, and the founders’ dream is a reality. FintechOS has already transformed day-to-day services
for millions of people worldwide. Growth is exponential. Investors have put their faith in them, and in 2021, they
employ over 210 of the most talented people out there.
With a strong track record they forge ahead, thinking differently, challenging the status quo and using their tech to
push boundaries.

The momentum continues
Today, 40+ institutions run on FintechOS. Their client list includes Eerste Bank, Societe Generale, Scotia bank,
Howden Group Holdings, Vienna Insurance Group and many more.
FintechOS has footprint in 20 markets and works across four continents. With offices in London, Bucharest and
Amsterdam it’s a buzzing place to work with a fast-growing team. With $100bn in assets under management so far,
they’re moving fast.
And there’s no stopping any time soon. Plans are underway for a 2021 expansion into the US and APAC. The
FintechOS global team is set to double, and the new ideas just keep flowing. The sky's the limit. One innovation at a
time, FintechOS continues to reimagine customer centricity for financial services that help improve people’s lives.

Teodor Blidăruș, CEO and Co-Founder of FintechOS
Teodor Blidăruș is CEO, Head Product Strategist and Co-Founder of FintechOS, which he established in 2017. Teo’s
role is to lead the business and ensure FintechOS harnesses and develops the latest technologies to deliver the
best service to its clients. Teo is also responsible for spearheading and executing the global strategy for FintechOS
by growing the company’s footprint across international markets. He works closely with various teams at FintechOS
to gain a complete picture of the company.
Teo has been working in the financial technology industry for almost 25 years and has led the roll-out of
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technology for banks and insurance companies worldwide. In fact he has founded and scaled several companies—
three of which now serve Fortune 500 customers in 30 international markets, and have increasingly high
valuations.
During his 25-year career, Teo has actively supported entrepreneurs on the path to maturing their businesses,
encouraged investments in software intellectual property, and continues to promote several key markets as central
hubst for international IT services integration.

For Teo’s LinkedIn profile:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/teodorblidarus/

Sergiu Neguț, COO and Co-Founder of FintechOS
Sergiu Negut is COO and Co-Founder of FintechOS. Sergiu was the first investor in FintechOS in 2017, and his
current role sees him coordinating finance and investor relations, leading HR and operations, supporting
marketing activity, along with driving and developing the overall strategy for the company. He is committed to
building powerful teams and increasing value for shareholders, all supported by his extensive experience in
business development at VCs and start-ups.
As a reputed entrepreneur and angel investor, Sergiu has a positive track record of delivering business growth,
having held various C-level roles across industries such as healthcare, commodities, pharmacy, and consulting.
Sergiu is an Associate Dean of Entrepreneurial Growth at the Maastricht School of Management in Romania. He is
responsible for initiating partnerships and projects to broaden the visibility, reach and social impact of education
programmes at the school, as well as teaching students about entrepreneurial growth and mergers and
acquisitions. He is also currently a Board Member at Fundatia Romanian Business Leaders, 2Performant,
Softelligence and Euro IT Group.

For Teo’s LinkedIn profile:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sergiu/
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